
Announced by Timothy Whelan and James Vigus in "Coleridge Among the Baptists: A Newly Discovered Annotation at the Angus Library, Oxford," *The Coleridge Bulletin* n.s. 50 (Winter 2017): 85-93. Whelan and Vigus provide their full transcription of the notes together with context identifying the author and the controversy in which he was engaged.

The following additional description is by H. J. Jackson, April 2018.

There are three substantive notes in Coleridge's hand, in pencil; one passage marked with a pencil line, possibly by him; and one brief "head" in pencil, indicating a topic of interest, not in C's hand.

C appears to have written his notes before the volume was cropped for binding when the book became part of the collection of the Baptist Missionary Society Library (the name of which is stamped on the spine).